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The NASA Space Shuttle/Spacelab Electromagnetic Environment


Experiment (EEE) will measure radiation in the 0.4 to 100 Ghz range for


the purpose of determining earth-emitted interference levels and RF


spectrum occupancy. The quantities of data involved will be very large.


Therefore sophisticated methods of data compression, storage, and


retrieval must be developed so that the data can be stored efficiently


and retrieved rapidly in the most useful format for analysis and display.


Such methods include the use of random access mass storage devices


coupled with efficient data compression/reconstruction algorithums.


Under the tasks of thi contract Techno-Sciences has developed


andifmplemented a series of computer programs for the analysis,


compression, storage and retrieval of a data base consisting


of 28 tape files from the ATS-6 RFIME experiment. There is one mode 2


file, three mode 3 files and 24 mode 4 files. Two principal programs


are now implemented on the NASA Interdata Model 5 computer using a


Bryant 5 M byte disk as a random access mass storage device. One program


isdesigned to input the tape data, output it to disk and plot the data


points, if desired. The zero order or differential entropy can also be


calculated. The second program isfor data retrieval and anlysis. Arbi­

trarily chosen frequency averaged segments of any of the files on disk can


be plotted at arbitrarily chosen frequency increments (inmultiples of


the basic input frequency increment of 10 khz for mode 4 data and 100 .khz


for mode 2 and 3 data). Data smoothing can also be accomplished ifdesired to


remove noise variations by a moving quadratic least squares polynomial fit.









files, one of the mode 3 files and either the raw mode 2 file or a








The compression achieved by the present simple fixed format


implementation is 2.21 over the tape storage format. An overall


compression-of four to one is easily achievable by variable length,


compact storage methods which can be further extended to 6.4 to


one using a simple universal coding/decoding algorithm.


The succeeding sections describe the data, the methods of data


analysis, reduction, and coding, and the computer programs developed.


Complete program flow diagrams and source listings appear in the


appendices. Also appearing in the appendices isan analysis of the


R-ratio as a signal detector and an analysis of the quantization






II. THE DATA BASE


The data used for the .studywereprovided by -Westinghouse on 2 digital


9 track magnetic tapes. A listing of the original tape and file number
 

designations appears in Table 11.1. These data are from the ATS-6
 

RFIME C band experiment and are formattedas shown inTable 11.2 and cover
 

the 5925 Mhz to 6425 Mhz frequency band. The principal volume of data


ismode 4 which is recorded in 10 khz frequency increments. Mode 2


and mode 3 data on the other hand are recorded in100 khz increments.


Only modes 2, 3 and 4 were supplied. The fttract "tudy wag
 

concerned with these modes only.


Inaddition to header information each file consists of statistics


measured for each frequency increment based on a linear envelope detector
 

output. 39 12-bit quantized samples of the detector output are taken,


the mean value computed and recorded as a 12-bit agnitude without signi


number and stored in a 16 bit (2byte) word. The sum of the squares


of the sampled.values is also computed, but not normalized to 39, resulting


in a 12 + 12 + 6 = 30 bit number which is stored in a 32 bit (4byte)


word. For mode 4 data only, the peak value of-the 39 is also recorded as


a 12-bit (2byte) number. Thus 64 bits storage per band are required.


The data are written on tape inDEC format and need to be converted


to Interdata (IBM) compatible format. In particular, byte switching must


be accomplished to get the most significartbyte of each word inthe right
 

place and DEC floating point numbers must be converted to the Interdata (IBM)


floating point format. This isaccomplished by subroutines developed






Some difficulty was encountered inthe use of the data. The header,
 

pulse detection, attitude, and telemetry information do not appear on the
 

tapes insome cases. Because of the marginal interest in these quantities


for this contract effort, these data were only reformatted and stored on


disk and not used further except for computer printouts. Furthermore,


numerous "bad points" appear, apparently due to the method of A/D conversion


used. These are screened out, when required, by "R-ratio" technique used








ATS-6 RFIME Data Based Used in Study


Tape# File # Mode


68 ml 2A 
159 30Z 3A 
159 403 4 
159 407 4 
159 408 4 
290 304 3A 
290 305 3A 
290 401 4A 
290 402 4A 
290 403 4A 
290 404 4A 
290 405 4A 
290 406 4A 
290 407 4A 
290 408 4A 
290 409 4A 
290 410 4A 
290 411 4A 
290 412 4A 
290 413 4A 
290 414 4A. 
290 415 4A 
290 416 4A 
290 417 4A 
















Digital Tape Data File Format


Modes 2 & 3


Record #1 Header 
Records # 2-41 Data 
Data Record: 
Bytes 0-767 128 6-byte Interlaced 
Mean, Sum Squares Values 
Bytes 768-1133 Time, Frequency, 
















Bytes 0-1023 128 8-byte Interlaced




















III. DATA FORMATTING FOR STORAGE/RETRIEVAL


The data format described-in Section II is not very effective for


efficient data storage and data utilization. In particular, it seems


likely that most data useage will be in decibel quantities rather than


inthe statistics that appear orthe digital tape. It is clear that


3 quantities must be retained to preserve the 3 degrees of freedom in


the mean, peak, and sum squares statistics. It is also clear that there


Js a correlation between the three which can be removed by a better


choice of coordinates. The resulting 3 uncorrelated coordinates can


then be coded more efficiently. The three quantities chosen for storage


are the log of the mean, the log of the peak/mean ratio and the log of the


normalized sum-of-the squares to the mean squared (inverse R-ratio).
 

Note that for 12 bit quantization, the original data range is 1 to 212


(volts) or 0 to 72.2 db for each of the 3 original quantities. On the
 

other hand, for the selected statistics, only the log of the mean has


a 72.2 db range. For the 39 points used at each frequency, the


logarithms of the R-ratio and the peak/mean ratios have a maximum


range of 1 to 39 or 15.9 db for the R-ratio (apower ratio) and 31.8 db


for the peak/mean ratio (avoltage ratio). Furthermore, the R-ratio is


primarily useful for data screening in the range of about .5to 1 - a 3 db
 

useable range. Points with an R-ratio less than .5to .6or so are


rejected as "bad points".


From the analyses inAppendices A and B, based on noise considerations,


it is concluded that 6 bits of quantization for the log of the mean and


4 bits for each of the other 2 quantities is sufficient to achieve a








noise. Thus a reduction in storage requirement from 64 original data








The presently implemented scheme uses 8 bits for each of the quantized


parameters and a range of 0 to 100 db. 8 bits was chosen for ease of data


manipulation as the Interdata machine is directly addressable in 8 bit


bytes. Formatting at the 14 bit level can be achieved however. The 100 db


range was chosen arbitrarily and can be easily changed. At any rate, the


the present scheme provides a reduction from 64 data bits to 24 or 2.67


to one. The rms quantization noise is .11 db.


A Bryant 5 M byte moveable head disk isused for data storage.


Each disk sector contains 256 bytes. The 128 frequencies ineach tape


record are stored in3 x 128 = 384 bytes = 1.5 sectors. 0.5 sector is


presently used to contain the frequency, time, attitude and telemetry


values for each record and can, no-doubt be compressed significantly.


Because of the unreliability of the taped data, it is not known what


reduction can actually be achieved. At any rate, the original 1134 bytes


is presently stored in 512 bytes, a reduction of 2.21 to one.


The above considerations lead to the conclusion that a compression 
in excess of 4 to one :can: be readily Attained- through more efficient 
quantization and formatting- alone, 
Entropy and universal coding studies gerfarmed-ouna-that a. 
set of 3 data points can be further reduced to -naverage of -O:bits 
or 6.4 original bits to one. A universal coding block of 128 points for 
9 
each coordinate was used for the study. A simple, effective, universal


coding method which achieves the 10 bit average is implemented-by


sending the maximum and minimum value for each of the parameters


across each block together with the 128 quantized vectors, where


the quantization is effected on the reduced range defined by the


maximum and minimum values. Because of the reduced range, fewer bits


are needed to describe values within the range, the actual number of


bits depending on the range within a particular block, some blocks


being more variable than others. In order to further control the


range, bad data points are removed by R-ratio screening with replace­







IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PLOTTING AND STORAGE 
One of the two principal presently implemented programs on the NASA


GSFC Interdata Model 5 is used for the plotting of data points,


quantization studies, data formatting, and disk storage. The data is


input from digital magnetic tape and optionally output to the Bryant disk


as described inthe previous section. A flow diagram of this program,


labelled RFCAL4 , and source listing appears inAppendix C. Prior to


program start, the input tape must be positioned to the start of the


file to be processed. A series of commands are entered from the system


teletype in response to program prompts. An example of a command sequence


appears in Figure IV.l. The underlined quantities are the operator


responses. The first program query after program start iswhether disk


output is desired. If it is, the program asks whether or not it is
 

desired to initialize the disk pack. If it is, the data isoutput starting


with sector #00 (sectors 0-99 are reserved for program storage). If


initialize is not requested, the disk pack is searched for end of file


which is designated by a zero inthe first 2 bytes of the sector immediately


following a data file. A data file is of fixed length using the storage
 

format described in the last section - 80 sectors for modes 2 and 3, 782








After output or no output isdetermined, whether or not it is desired


to print the record headers and/or the data points isdetermined. The


first record header is always printed for identification/verification


purposes. Figure IV.2 isan example of a small portion of the beginning


of the plotter output when the printing of headers is not selected, but


COMMAND SEQUENCE FOR RFCAL4 	 COMMENTS


START 	 Start of program


Y FOR OUTPUT 	 Enter Y for output to disk


Y 	 For no output, enter N


TTO INITIALIZE Enter Y if this isthe first file on


N this disk pack,otherwise, enter N














TAPE?,FILE?- Enter the tape and file #

















Z FOR ZERO ORDER ENTROPY Enter Z fot zero order entropy, for








EOJ End of job
 

Figure IV.1 	 RFCAL4 Program Command Sequence to Output Data to Bryant


Disk without Plotting (Program prompts are not underlined,
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plotting is selected. Note that the record attitude and telemetry information


are meaningless. The plotting ison a Varian 514 plotter. The dark


horizontal lines are caused by defective transistors inthe plotter. Note


that the log of the mean and the log of the peak/mean ratio are plotted


indb between 0 and 100 db and the R-ratio is plotted as a number between


0 and one. Several bad points are seen where the R-ratio becomes very small.


The final program query prior to execution iswhether zero order or


differential entropy is to be calculated. Upon program termination

















The second of the two principal presently implemented programs on


the NASA GSFC.Interdata Model 5 is used for data retrieval and processing from


the Bryant disk using the format described inearlier sections as output to


disk by program RFCAL4 described in the previous section. A flow diagram


and source listing of this program, labelled RFCAL5, appear inAppendix D.


Upon program start, a message isprinted on the system teletype


requesting an operator command (type of processing to be done). There


are four commands presently implemented - "STOP", "LIST", "PLOT", and


"FIND". Upon completion of-the latter three commands, control returns


to the startpoint. Thus the purpose of the first command isto stop


execution to allow-for exit from the program. If a non-existent command


isentered, control also returns to the start point.


The second command, "LIST", provides a listing of all the data files
 

presently on disk by designated tape and file number. There are presently


one mode 2 file , three mode 3 files and 24 mode 4 files on disk. In


addition, there isone smoothed mode 2 file produced by RFCAL5 for RFI


emitter detection (see below).


The third command, "PLOT" allows one to plot out a selected data file


from disk on the system plotter. The frequency increment inmultiples of


the input increment of 100 khz for modes 2 and 3 and 10 khz for mode 4 can


be selected. Frequency averaged values are plotted for increments


larger than the.respective input frequency increments. . Figure V.1 
isan example of the plotted portion of a mode 4 file, plotted at frequency
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increments of 100 khz. Because 10 input points go into one plotted point,


the plotted data appear smoother than the original (compare with figure Il).


The plot routine can also select smoothing. Inthis case, a 32 point


least squares quadratic polynomial is used to smooth the data. The


polynomial moves 16 points at a time to provide overlap and the 16 best


fit polynomial values from the center of the interval are selected for plot­

ting (except the first and last 16 frequency points which obviously must


come from the end of the interval). The 32 points with 16 points of overlap


and the choice of a quadratic polynomial were selected on the basis of a


compromise between accuracy of smoothing and speed of operation. Prior to


smoothing, bad points are screened out by the R-ratio and replaced by an


interpolated average. If desired, the smoothed values can be output to a


new disk file to be used as a smoothed reference-for subsequent data


operations. The mode 2 file in the provided data base has been processed


in this fashion. A plotted segmeht of this file before and after smoothing


appears in figures V.2 and V.3. Note that after smoothing, much of the


noise is removed. The quantizing noise inthe smoothed data is at the


same level as inthe original, but is now obvious because of the sharp


reduction inthe system noise.


The final input command is to "FIND". This command requires a mode 4


file to search for RFI emitters and a mode 2 and a mode 3 file for reference.


The mode 4 file is scanned sequentially. After every 10th frequency, the


next mode 2 and mode 3 frequency is selected. The R-ratio for each point is


checked against an input threshold and skipped iftoo small. Ifthe R-ratio


exceeds the threshold, the excess of the mode 4 detector output over the


corresponding mode 2 reference is compared with an input,threshold. If
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the threshold isnot exceeded, the program goes to the next point. If


the threshold isexceeded, an RFI emitter has been detected and the RFI


level iscalculated using the selected mode 3 file as an absolute reference.


The emitter frequency and level are printed on the system plotter, together


with the R-ratio and mode 2 and 3 levels. An example of such a printout


appears in figure V.4.


Program operation isvery fast and islimited in speed primarily by










TAPES PROCESSED: 10088/201 2 0104 230/421

M,DE 3 DEW = 30.- NOISE THRESH- D, 8. 0 DE R-R"Ti TH ESHLD-0

FRE( M47 RFI( DE) R-RATIG iITDE 2 DB. riZDE 3(D)
5574.73-30 20.14 3 0.5141 40.6250 61.32I81 
4000.0425 22.1002 0.3180 40.,5250 80.1583 
8004. 5234 20. 4958 0. 7?3 40. 8250 60.3375 
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There are no reportable new technology items resulting from the


work under this contract. The following review activities were per­

formed to determine any reportable items:


1.The key technological concepts and ideas studied and implemented


under the contract effort were identified. These consisted of the


methods of analysis, coding, and storage of the EEE data. The extent


to which these ideas represented new techniques as versus an application


of known techniques was reviewed.


2. A review of appropriate published literature to determine


the uniqueness of the ideas developed under the contract was performed.


3.Ameeting with the technical officer to discuss the results


of the contact effort and points (1)and (2)in connection with








As a result of the review activities, itwas concluded that there


were no ideas, discoveries, or improvements or reportable items which









The coding, storage, and retrieval of the electromagnetic


environment data was studied. A simple method of universal coding


was found which can provide a 6.4 to 1 reduction in storage over


the presently used,-fixed format tape methods. Display, storage,


retrieval, and analysis computer programs were developed and implemented


on the GSFC Interdata computer. These methods provide a simple,












The R-ratio has been proposed as a method of detecting the presence


of RFI emitters. It has been determined empirically that its usefullness


is questionable in this regard. This can also be shown theoretically


through elementary probabilistic considerations. Let {Ri}be a set of


























p(Ri exp(R / 2a) 
where a2 is the power associated with the in-phase and quadrature


components of the underlying Gaussian noise process.


The mean value of Ri is readily seen to be


E[R2i= a. fud2 
Similarly, the average value of R2 is found to be


E[R th 2 U2.










For a single CW or angle-modulated signal without noise, the


R-ratio is obviously 1.However, for amplitude modulation or multiple


signal situations, an R-ratio nearer to that for Gaussian noise occurs.


Consider specifically the simple situation of two equal amplitude angle­















so that average value of the R-ratio isapproximately






or almost the same as for pure noise.


For 39 points, for Gaussian noise, the standard deviation of the


R-ratio is determined by the approximate expression















From this, one can readily calculate


var P(RY - r/4 A'94 - 5 T/4]3 .03834, 
which is greater than the difference between the average R-ratios for 2 







As discussed in the main text, the data statistics chosen for


storage/retrieval were the mean, the R-ratio and the peak/mean ratio.


Because the ultimate use of the mean and peak values is in decibels,


these quantities are stored inlogarithmic form (log companded) on the
 

range 1 to 212.


The mean is a 12 bit voltage value. Taking unity as the minimum,


the maximum range is 0 db to 72.2 db. For 39 points the maximum range 
of the peak to mean ratio is 1 = 0 db to 39 = 31.8 db. The R-ratio 
has the maximum range of 1 to 1/39, which taken as a power quantity is 
0 to -15.0 db. The R-ratio, however, isnot used except inthe approxi­
mate range of 1 to .5,smaller values than .5to .6or so being used to 
screen out "bad points". Hence the maximum useable range of the R-ratio


isapproximately 0 to -3 db.


The quantization increment must be chosen so that the quantization


noise is significantly less than the receiver noise in the data. If a
 

data range of some maximum value, M db, exists, and q quantization bits











assuming a uniform quantizer isused.


From Appendix A, for Gaussian noise, the R-ratio has a mean + standard


27 deviation-to-mean ratio of approximately 
 
1 + .03834 - .184 db 







2q >> 4.71. 
Hence 4 bit or so quantization for the R-ratio suffices. 



















Hence the expected value of the mean plus standard deviation-to-the


expected value of the mean ratio is


1 + L.) = 698 db 
for an M = 72.2 db range,











Thus 6 bit quantization suffices for the mean value.


The expected value of the peak/mean'plus standard deviation-to­

expected peak/mean ratio can be shown to have a value in excess of






I + = 1.826 db 
Hence the number of bits assigned to the peak/mean ratio for a


range of 31.8 db should satisfy








Hence 4 bit quantization is sufficient for the peak/mean ratio.


Thus a total of 6 + 4 + 4 = 14 bits is sufficient for the basic
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C -LAB=RFCAL4C THIS PROGRArI IS WRITTEN TO INPUT RFIME DATA, 
C DECODE THE FeRMATTED DATA THRU SUBROUTINE 
C RFIME. PLOT 1HE: DATA Fjr4 THE ,ARIFN 514 PLOTTER 
C A.ND 	 PUANTIEE THE VSLU3 TO AN INPUT NUMBER 
C OF BITS. MEAN(DB ). ilEA3SPEAK RATIfO( WHEN AVAILABLE)
C R-RATI' ARE &UANTI5ED. THE P-RATIO IS BETWEEN 
C 0 AND 1. THE PEAK/AIEl RATIO AND 
C THE MEAN IS EEIWEEN 000 DB 
C QUANTIZED VALUES ARE ?..ATTED. MAX BITS IS 
C t5. 	 DIFFERENTIAL ETPTR5PY OR 0 ORDER 
C ENTROPY OF THE DATA IS CALCULATED 
C ON BITS LE 10. C DATA CAN 5E OUTPUTTED TO DISK 
C FOR 	 THE TAPE&FILE NO., THE MODE NO.,
C GMT, 	 FREQ. ATTITUDE L TZLEMETRY 
C DATA. AND THE DATA POINTS.


C'DISK HAS LOG RE.C OF 5's2 BYTES. THUS 
C 1128 ORIGINAL BYTES GIT INTO S12
C BYTES. 8 BIT QUANT IS USED FOR OUTPUT. 
C DATA STARTS AT SECTrJR tOo 3 ONE CYL 
C IS AVAILABLE FOR THE InDUAL FrjRI AT 
C THE 	 FILES ARE PACKED III 3SI RECORDS 
C FOR MODE 4, 40 RECORDS FOR MODES 2L3.


C THE START OF THE LAST SECTrJR IS ZERO TO


C DENOTE END. DAIA STARTS FROM THERE UNLESS 






DIMENSION INP(564),ATITUD( 13), PDM(2048)
DIMENSIrON ITELEM(3),IFREQ(2),IGMT(5)

DIMENSION IPLOIT( 10),IGD( 10)

DIMENSION IcUT( 28Y 
EQUIVALENCE ( IZUT( ), NTAPE),( IUT( 2), NFILE )1w(IUT(3),MODE),
1 (IOUT( S),INP(1)) I 
EQUIVALENCE (IOUT(4),IGMT( 1)),(IOUT(3),IFREQ(1)

1 (CIOUT( !1 ), ATITUD( I )), (IOUT( 37), ITELEM( I ))

DATA IGD( 1 t, IGD(2YIGD(3 ).IGD( 4 IGD(S ),IGD( )/1. 201.,401.­
1 AG1,80t,lO1/

C READWRITE.RANDOM FUNCTIONS 





C SET QUANTIZATIN PARASLS 
XQUANT=( 2. * 15)/lao.
RCUANT=2.+*15 
C EERO PROBABILITY ARRAY


















34 	 F0RMAT( ISH Y FOR OUTPUT 
READ(0,.S) STORE 
IF( STORE. lIE. WHY ) GO TO 103 
C FIND IF INITIALIZING 
WRITE(0. 104)





IF( CLEAR. EQ. WHY )-GO TO 103 
i0s CALL SVCI(IREAD, 1S. ISTATIOUTS12,IRNDM)





IF( MODE. EQ. 4)INC=24331
IRNDHM 	 IRNDI+INC 
GO TO 	 105 103 CONTINUE


C GET HEADER IN


CALL RFIME(INP)C FIND IF PRINT OF HEADER STUFF IS WANTED 





6 FORHPT( A I )
C FIND IF PLOT OF POINTS IS WANTED 
WRITE(O .30) 	 itcA 

























C SPACING G'F "DATA DEPENDS ON MODE


IF( MODE. LE. 3. OR.MDE. EO. 13) INC=3


C PEAKS r.O.NT-AFPEAR IN THESE HODES


C SET UP PLOTTER
























22 	 FORMAT( 1OH BITS?(I5))
READ( 0,21) ISITS 








C FIND IF EERO ORDER OR DIFF ENTROPY IS WANTED 
WRITE(0,31) 
= 
 31 	 FORMAT(20H F'DR 0 ORDER ENTPY 










C SWITCH BYTES IN ARRAY


CALL SWITCH(INP)C UNPACK TIMiEFREQUENCY. ATTITUDE VALUES 
C IGMT( 1 )=YR, IGriT( 2)=DAY, IGMT( 3)=HR-MIN. IGMT( 4 )=SEC 
C IGMT(S)=THOUSANDS O'F SECS 
C IFREQI( 1 )=MH~iSf. IFREQ(2)= 10, QUO'S OF MHE/BO 
C ATITUD(I).I=1,13 HAS ATTITUDE PARAMETERS AS PER


C DATA ACQUISITION USER'S MANUAL. TELEMETRY VALUES


C MUST BE MOVED FROM INPUT APRAY TO ITELE11


C PRINT ON FIRST REC ONLY WHEN PLOT IS WANTED


DO 35 	 I=1.8 
35 	 ITELEM(I )=INP(I+S48) 
CALL PARAMS( IGMT. IFREQ, ATITUD. INP)

- IF(PRINT. NE. PEE.AND.J. NE. I) GO T' 40


IF(PLOTIT. EQ.PEE. AND. J. NE. 1) GO TO 40
 

WRITE(3, 1) MODE, LINES 

































is 	 FORIIATCIH , 101.)
IF(PL'TIT. NE.PEE) GO TO 40








It 	 F'RMAT(4SHOPLOT OF MEAN(DB),PEAK/AEAN RATIO(DB)R-RATIO)
WRITE(3,1 7)
17 .		 FORMAT(SH 0., 17X. 3H-20.. 22X, 3H40. 
I IOX, 	 3H LBSX,3H60.,22X, 3HSD.,21X.4H 100.WRITE(3, 18)

18 FORMAT(3H C.,1X,3H .2,22X.3H .4, SX,?HRATIO 6X,














C 128 DATA VALUES PER TAPE BLOCK


DO 1 III= 1.128 





C NOW 	 GET LOG OF MEAN


X=RMAXO( INPc III). I)








C QUANTIEE THE MEAN


KO=X(*XQUPNT+. 5KQ=KQ/IQUANT 0RIGINAiPAGE IS


C SET UP OUTPUT






IF( ENTPY. EO. EE )LASTM=O
PDM( IDF)=PIMM(IDF )+ 1. 











X=ArIAXO( INP(III+ I ), 1)


IF(0. LT. 0. )X=X+TI4OIS

Y=INP( III+2)
IF(Y. LT. 0. -Y=Y+TWO0I 
X=( TWO 16*X+Y )/33.

























PDR(IDF )=PE'R( IDF )+ 1. 





C SKIP PEAK IF NQiT IN THIS MODE





























IF(ENTPY. EO. EEE) LASTP=0


PDP(IDF )=PI'P( IDF )+ 1. 











C INCREMENT OUTPUT COUNTER WHETHER OR NOT 
C PEAK DATA EXISTS


12 	 NPlT=NPT+ I 





IF(PLOTIT. EQ. PEE) CALL PLTS14(IPLOT,INC-1, 1.1)

I 	 CONTINUE -
C PUT 	 OUT VALUES IF DESIRED


IF(STRIPRE.NE.WHY) GO TO 4



























TOU-I( I )=0 



































IF( FDM( I).EQ. 0. ) GO TO 27


PDM( I )=PDIM( I )/SM

HM=HM+PDII( I )-ALOG( PDM( I)) 	 OIINAL PAGE 
27 	 IF( PDR( I ).'EQ. 0. )GO TO 28


PDR(I )=PDR( I )/SP

HR=HR-PDPJI )*ALOG(PDRC I)) 	 OFPOOR QUAITY
28 	 IF(PDP(I).EQ.0. ) GO TO 264 
PDP( I )=PfP( I )/SP 
HP-HP+PDPt I )*ALOG( PDP( I))







IF( ENTRY. EP. 2EE )W'PITE( 3, 32)

IF( ENTPY. NE. =EE )WRITE( 3, 33)
32 	 FOR[IAT( 15H EER CFRDER ENTROPY)
33* 	 FQRMi-AT(22H DIFFERENTIAL ENTROPY
WRITE(3,2S) HMHRHP 
28 	 FjRIIAT(ISH MEAN ENTROPY= .F12. 9,19H R-RATIO ENTROPY = 








.U OOOOR EXT FUNC


PDR 113CR REAL VAR 
PDP 313CR REAL VAR


INP 518CR INT2 VAR


ATITUD 51SOR REAL VAR


ITELEM 5184R INT2 VAR


IFREQ 514CR INT2 VAR


IGMT 5142R INT. VAR


lOUT 513CR INT2 VAR


NTAPE 513CR INT2 VAR
































CMD -READ M'ODE 2, 
ENT MODE 
RTAPE#, FILE # 


















LE DECODE MODE 2,

































-FENTER MODE 4 I


II. TAPE #~,FILE #












MODE 4 S+N (b) 




MODE 4 R-RATIO, RFI,













_ READ DISK SECTOR 
AT KSTSEC 
PRINT TAPE #, FILE #I

































0 " AVERAGED MEAN,R-RATIO 


























































C CABRFCALS - 39 
C THIS 	 PRWGFAM IS 14RITTEN TO INPL,T RFImE DATA. 
C IN COMPRESSED F'JRI BY RFCAL4 ON DISK
C PLOT 	THE DATA'QN THE VARIAN 514 PLOTTER
C INPUT DATA IS OUARTIEED ,l& BITS. 'N RECONSTRUCTION. 
C THE 	 R-RATIO IS BETWEEN i
C.'O AND -1. THE PEAK/MEAN RATIO ANC THE MEAN ARE BETUEEN 0&100 DR


C DIFFERENTIAL ENTROPY OR 0 QRDER

C ENTROPY OF THE DATA IS CALCULATED


C DISK HAS LOG REC OF 512 BYTES 'HUS


C 1128 	 ORIGINAL BYTES GOJ INTO 5121 
C BYTES. 	 I 
C DATA STARTS AT SECTOR 100 SQ ONE CYL


C IS AVAILABLE FOR THE -.
USUAL 	 FORMAT C THE FILES ARE PACKED,Bf -51 RECJRDS 







DIMENSION PDRC 1024) PDP( i024)DIMENSIOJN iNP4 S4 . ATITUD 113 ). PDMC 1024)
DIMENSI.WITELEM( S) IFREO( 2). IGMIT S ). CMDS( 8)






DIMENSION. IRD4(C28), IRD2( 628).IRD3( 628)
DIMENSION INPSAV(S).INPS(5.4) I 
EQUIVALENCE (IRD441).INP5(1)) IEQUIVALENCE ( INP2( i ). TRD2( 9S) ), CINPZ I ) TRD3( 5) )

EQUIVALENCE ( IRD4( i), NTAPE), (IRD4( 2).. FILE), ( IRD4( 3 );MDE ,
I (IRD4(5).INP4( 1))
EQUIVALENCE (IcD4(4 ) IGMT( I-))(IRD4( ),.IFREW 1)).


I (IRD4(II), ATITUD( I. (IRD4(7 ).ITELEIC i))
DATA IGD( 1 ).IGD(2, IGD( 3 ,iGD( 4)IGD(5). IGD( 6)/1.20I1, 40l 
1 e0 180o1 1001/ 	 - I DATA NSTART,-NSMOTH/10032/ '


-DATA CMDS( 1.), CMDS. 2). CIDS( 3i), MAXCMD/4HLT. 4HPLT; 4HFIND. 4/

DATA CMDS( 4 )/4HSTP/ I /L 	 H 
DATA IREAD,. iRITE/,7. 44/ i 
* DATA 	 PEE. EE.WHY/IHP. IHE. IHY/ . -DATA TWO 16, XQUANT. RQUANT. 18TS. IQUANT/8SSA3. 32?. 8a. 32?8. 8, 128/
S4 	 WRITE(0.50) 	 I 
50 	 FORMAT( 12HCOMMAND?(A4) ) IREAD(-O. 51 ) CMD 
Si-	 FORMAT(A4) 	 I-
DO 52 	 IC(I-D= I. MAXCMD I 










- GO TO- S4­
53 	 GO Tl .-101, 102. 103, -104), ICMD 






56 	 CALL SVCIR-IREAD.,15,ISTAT.ITRD4S.IRNDM)

IF(NTAPE.,EQ. 0) GOI-TO 54 1 
WRITEt3.A ' NTAPE.NFILE,IRNDN
IRNDM=IRNDMt702MAXO( MWDE. 31)-202gGa TOi 	5 -





.57. 	 FORMAT1iIHMIDE 2 REFl?)
READ(0.21) NTREF2,NFREF2
IRNDt=NSTART 	 " 58 	 CALL SVC1(IREAD, 15,ISTATIRD4,6.IRND) .


IF(NTAPE. E0.0) GO TO 35
IF( NTREFE. EQ. NTAPE, AND. NFREF2-E0. NFILE) GO TO SS-









-u DA t, PAn- IS 
t1 CALL SVCIfIREAD, 1S,.-STAT.IRD4,4.IRNDN) D.l' PORIF( NTAPE. EQ, 0 ) GO TO-"35 	 ' U.T .IF(NTREF3. EQ. NTAPE, AND.iIFREF3. EQ. NFILE)GO TO 82IRNDM--I RNDPI+ 702* MAXOc.3. MrjDE)-202g 








71 FORMAT (32HEIRP- REF( DB). NTHRESH( DB ). RTHRESH)
READ( 0-	 43 )EIRP- THRSH2,. RT HRSII 
C EIRP= EIRP OF MODE 3 REFNTHFESH=THRESHQLD ABOVE NOISE, RTHRSH 
C =- R-RATI@, THRESHOLD 













































21 FORMAT( 1515) 
C FIND IT ON DISK 
IRNDM=INSTART 
C. START SECTOR. 
34 CALL SVC1(IREAD, 15.ISTAT.IRD4,.,S.IRNDM)

IF(NTAPE. EO.0) GOQ TO 35 C. NOT FOUND IF 2ER0 ENCOU4TERED 





:GO TO ,34 
3S55 WRITE(0,37)




36 . KSTSEC=IRNDM 
IF(ICMD. EQ. 2)GO TO 70 
C BRANCH ON PLOT COMMAND 
C ELSE FIND EMMITERS MODE 
11=10" 
Iii=384 A 




C STARTING FREO INCREMENT


C PUT OUT HEADER INFO


WRITE( 3,78 )NTREF2, NFREF2. NTREF3. NFREF3. NTPIN. NFLIN 
76 FqORMT( 1 HITAPES PROCESSED: .3(I5, H/,I3))

IRIJTE( 3,77) EIRP, THRSH2, RTHRSH
 

77 FORMAT( I3HMODE 3 DeW = FS. 0. 18H. NOISE THRESHOLD,FS.2,3i DE,






76 FORMAT( 13H FREQ( MH- . 4X(. 6HRFI( DBW),4)G 71HR-RATIO,SX.


1,IOHMODE 2(DB) 2XIOHMODE 3(DB) )






IF(NTAPE. NE. NTPIN. OR. NFILE. NE.NFLIN) GO TO 54












IF(II. LE. l10) G13 TO 72 




C III POINTS TO NEXT VALUE


.-IF(III. LT.384)GO TO 72 * 
CALL SVCI(IREAD, IS, ISTATh IRD2,$12.KST2)

CALL UNPACK(INP2,384) I 






















* IF(IRQ.LT-IRTHSH-) GO TO -74 
C TEST FOR NOISE 
KQ=INP4(IIII) 














R3=FLbAT( INF3( Iii+ t )tIQUANT,)/QUANT
-C ADJUST FROM MEAN TO POWER 
X=X+10..+L9SG0(R3/R) ORIGJ-hW "A-'--
X2=FLOAT( INP2(IIT )+IQUfNT )XQUANT
X3FLZAT(INPZ( III )&IOUANT ) RQUANT OF POOR Q 
FREQ=6175.+.0I*FLOAT(IFRQD)
WRITE(3.5) FREQ.X.R. X2.X3 ,
,





IBLK=-S+MAXO( MODE, 3 )+37
C INCREMENTS AFE 100 KH-E FOR MODE.2.3. 10 KHE FOR MODE 4 
XBLK=FLOjAT(IBLK )*.01 











C kF=NUMB OF BLOCKS FORWARD 
C FOR MODE 4 DATA ­
PAGE 0003 
<KF=CSFREQ-5825. )/1.2S 41 
IF(KF.GE. 0. AND. KF. LT. 331) GO TO 44 
WRITE( 0, 45 )





















- DELTFR=XAVG*XBLK 	 . 
11 FORMAT( 1I1 )

C SET UP PLOTTER


CALL SETS14(3. IGD..0.0O 100') -

C,ONE GRID LINE= 100 PTS=100*DELTFR MHEl


GRIDL= 100. *DELTER 
CALL PLT514(IPLOT.O. 00) 
C SET 	 NUMB OF RECS TO DO 






C REMEMBER, IBLK=10 FOR MO3DE 2,3 -I IBLK=1 FOR MODE 4, 




C FIND IF EER0 ORDER OR DIFF ENTROPY IS WANTED,WRITE(O,31)


.31 	 FORMAT(20H 2 FOR 0 ORDER!ENI PY 
READ(0,.) ENTPY 
WRITE(0.80) 









•IF( SMTH. NE. WHY. OR. MODE. NE. 2) GO TO 92 








-IF( OUTPUT. NE. WHY) 'GO TOJ S2 








C FIND START SECTOR


IWUTSC=IRNDM - . I 
-84 CALL SVC 1(IREAD, 15, ISTAT, IE -,., IOUTSC) 
.IF(IRD2(I).EQ.0) GO T032 





92 NPLTAV=O - I








I -IRAVG=OI IPKPK=0 
-C.-ERO AVG, VALUES T I0I INITAT=OI


C ADJUSTS SMOOTHING FOR FIRST TIME THROUGH.


C RESET START SECTOR


DQ" 4 "1= 1, LINES 
C GET 	 INPUT RECORD IN ARRAY INP4






C SET 	 FOR NEXT ACCESS 
C UNPACK BYTES TO HW 	 .






C IFREC 1 )=MHS/SO0,IFREQ() )= 10. 00' S 'F MHF/S0
C ATITUD(I-)I=1,13 HAS ATTITUDE PARAMETERS AS PER
 

C DATA 	 ACQUISITION USER2S MANUAL.'


C PRINT ON FIRST REC ONLY WHEN PLOT IS WANTED 








23 FORHAT(IH 2.121H BITS OF WUANTIEATION)

WRITE(3. 7 ) IGlT





FREQf.+(FLlT(IFREQ( ))+FLOAT(YFREQ(2))/10000. ) -

AWRITEk 3; 8) FRE0^DELTFR GRIDL


8 	 FtbR-AT( IjHSTART FREQ= -FG. 4, 4H LE. IBH DELTAF = 
I FI0. 4,5K MH1,-.FIC.4, 14H- [l. /GRID LINE )
WRITEC3. 13)		 PAO 20 
13' 	 FORAT ( IHOATTITUDE VALUES) O O T

WRITE(3.S) ATITUD o p R ­











C-SET UP PLOT 
WPITE(3, 1S)






17 	 FORMAT(3h 0.-" 17X23H20..22X23H40.




PAGE 	 0004 
1 	 . FORMATC3H 0.. tX. 3H . 2,22X.3H . 4.SX,7HRATI0 "X. 42 
I 3H . 22X,3H ;8,2?X,,3H 1. );






IF(SMTH.NE. WHY) GO TO&


C' GET AN EXTRA BLJCK FOR OVERLAP


CALL SVCI( IREAD. 15,ISTRT. IRD2. 512 IRNDM)

































-	 DO 82 IIII=1,384,NSM3 
IF(J. EQ. LINES.AND.IIII. GE.334-NSM3 )IITAT=NSM2









IRD4(II )=INPS( K+2) 33
IF(INPS(K+ 1 ). GT. 128) G.-JT' 8 -

C' FILL IN BAD ONES


IRD2(El )=( INPS( K-3)+INPS( K+3 ))/2
IRD3( II )=(INPS( K-2)+INPS( K+4) )/2

1RD4( II )=(INPS( K- I )+INP5( K+ ) )/2 ­






- CALL 	 SM!MOTH( IRD3.NSM0TH)
IF(MODE. EQ. 4 )CALL SMOiTH( IRD4, NSMOTH: 
D" 4'I= V, NSM2 

























IF(iUTPUT..NE.IWHY) GO T 81i







CALL 	SVCI (IREAD. 15,-ISTST.,IRD2, E12IRNDM-2)

DO 35 	 I=1,384


-C PUT"IN SMOOTH VALUES


35 	 INP2(I)=INP4( I)









































IF( ENTPY. E(. EE )LASTM=O

PDM(IDF )=PDM(IDF )+ 1. 

















IF( ENTPY. EQ. SEE )LASTR=0

* PDP( IDF )=PLR(IDF)+ 1. 
C SKIP PEAK IF- NJT IN THIS MOaDE 











C CORRECTION FQR PEAK . LT. MEAN £rI~nqiyj PAGE

IPKPK=MAXO( IPKPK, IPKRAT+KQ) 	 IS


C UPFDATE: PEAK VALUE 





















































C PUT 	 OUT EERW IF OUTPUTTING SMOOTHED 
NTAPE=O 







Dt 25 	 I=1,1024
SM=SM+PDM( I)
SR=SR+PDR( I)









DL 26 	 1=-, 1024 
IF( PDM I). EQ. 0. ) GO TO 27


PDM( I)=PDMC I )/SM

HM=HM+PDi( I )*ALOG( PDM(I ))
27 	 IF( PDR( I). EQ. 0. )GO TO 28 
-PDR(I)=PDR(I )/SR

HR=HR+PDR( I ) +AL'iG( PDR( I))
28 IF(PDP(G). EQ.O. ) GO TO 2d 
PDP(I )=PDP(I )/P 










IF( ENTP:t NE. EE)WRITE( 3 33),
32 FRMAT(19H ZERO ORDER ENTROPY)
33 	 FORRMAT(2aH DIFFERENTIAL ENTROPY 
WRITE(3.2S) HM.HR, HP 
23 	 FORMATC15H MEAN ENTROPY= .F12. 6, ISH R-RATIi ENTROPY = 
I F12.. 151H PEAK ENTROPY =f12. ) 









.U ODOUR EXT FUNC 
PDR ICIER REAL VAR


.PDP 2CIER REAL VAR


INP4 3CSER INT2 VAR


ATITUD 3C32R REAL VAR


ITELEM 3CA8R INT2 VAR


IFREQ 3C2ER INT2 VAR


IGMT 3C24R INT2 VAR


IRD4 -3CIER INT2 VAR 
INP5 3CAER INT2 VAR


HTAPE 3CIER INT2 VAR


NFILE 3C20R ,INT2 VAR


MODE 3C22R INT2 VAR


PDM 410R REAL VAR


CMD3- 0020R REAL VAR


IPLT' S106R INT2 VAR


IGD -O008R INT2 VAR


INP2 - 51AR INT2 VAR


IRD2 511AR' INT2 VAR


INP3 5682R INT2 VAR


IRDE S602R INT2 VAR


INPSAV SAEAR INT2 VAR


NSTSRT 001CR INT2 VAR


NSMOTH O01ER INT2 VAR


-MAXCMD 0040R -INT2 VAR


IREAD 0042R INT2 VAR


IWPITE 0044R INT2 VAR


PEE 0048R REAL VAR


ZEE O04AR REAL VAR


14HY O04ER REAL VAR 
TWiO 0052R REAL VAR


XQUANT 058P REAL VAR


RQUANT O5AR REAL VAR 
IBITS OOSER INT2 VAR



























ICMD 	 SBAER INT2RVF 









102 	 03E4R LABEL


103 	 0182R LABEL























57 	 OICAR LABEL



















































NTHRSH 	58E4R INTZ" *


.Y 	 O000R' EXT FL


IRTHSH 	58F2R INT2 ¥f


24 	 0414R LABEL


3T .8F4R INT2 VM


LASHI SBFAR INT2 VW.


LASTR' 	SBFCR INT2 Va

LASTP. 	 SBFER -INTR M­







NTPIN SCOOR INT2 YI


NFLIN -SCO2R INT2 VI 






IDINC. 5C04R INT2 YM"


37 - OSSOR *LABEL


KSTSEC 5C12R - INT2 ?'r.






III " ECIER INT2 Vf


IFRQD 	SC24R INT2 MR

















IIl1 	 SC36R INT2 V=


72 	 0802R LABEL


IRO 	 SC3CR. INT2,Vt


KI 	 SC3ER INT2 YA&















ALOGIO 	 0000R- -'E-XT FlZ 
X2 -SC58R REAL V­








IBLK SC.CR INT2 M






SFREQg 	 SC7AR REAL Vi


-DELTF SC7ER REAL V;R


-KF - 5C82R INT2 V


44 	 OAC4R LABEL


4S 	 OAAAR LABEL


IAVG 	 53C3R INT2--V-

XAVG. 	SCS2R REAL V 
DELTFR 	5C58R REAL Va


11 	 016R LABEL-

SEf514 	ODOOR EXT FISC 
GRIDL 	5CSER REAL yR

PLTS14 	OOOOR EXT FUjIC .nn

op QUALLINES 5CA2R 











SHTH 5CACR REAL VAR


OUTPUT 	SCBOR . REAL VAR 























































































































































SM SCF4R REAL VAR































































































































































C QUADRATIC SMrCTHItG PPruGPAI 
C MAKES BEST MS FIT TO A QUADRATIC 
C LDD 1/8/76C 
SUBROUTINE SMO2TH( IDAT. N) 
C IDAT=INPUT AFRAY.N=NUMSER i.F POINTS















C XM= K BARXQ=(K-KBAR)*42 BAR












































SMOWjTH 0024R FUNC/SUB 
SMQOTH OID6R FUNC VAR


.Q O000R EXT FUNC


.P O000R EXT FUNC 
IDAT O02AR FO5RM PAR


N 002CR FORM PAR 
-XN OIDER REAL- VAR


.W 000CR EXT FUNC,


xM OtE2R REAL VAR


XQ ChEER REAL VAR







C -0202R REAL VAR


















X 020CR REAL VAR 48 
XK 021OR PEAL VAR 
FLOAT O000R EXT FUNC 
2 01&0R LABEL 
SIGN 0000R EXT FUNC 





































































































a CALL IS: 
* CALL SVCI(ICMD,LU.ISTAT, ISTART, IBYTES.IRAND'lt)
* WHERE: 
+ ICrlD= 	 SVCI CIID(BYTE)




I I5TART= START ADDR


* IBYTES=BYTES TS XFR











SVC1 	 STM SREG SAVE EM 
LM ,0(15) GET ADDRS 




LHI 11.C t 33,







QIK 	 LH 1010(10) GET CMD 
STS IO SVC 
LH l1.0(11) 
5TB 11.SVC+l SET LU 





SiS 13. I END ADDR 




STH 15.SVC+8 SET RANDOM IF ANY 
SVC 1,,SVC DO OPER 
LH S.SVC+2 GET STAT 
STH 3.0(12) RETURN STAT 
LM "8,REG. RESTORE 
AH 15.0(15) 
BR 15 RETURN 
REG 	 DS 14

















oono oIGINA PAGE IS 
Epoor QUALITY 
so 
nan PROGRAM TO PACK BYTES FROi HW FOR FORTRAN LDD 12/7,5 PAGE


+ CALL Is: 














OOOOR 	 EXTRN .0


OOOOR 	 ENTRY PACK


000CR 	 DOCO PACK. STH 12.REG ­






OO08R 	 27D6 SIB. - 13.d CK ARGS 
OOOAR 	 2336 SES 'OK








001CR 	41FO SAL0 is


0014R 	OOOOF .DC & QUIT
E130 X'E130 







O01AR 	 OAFE AHR 13.,14 END ADDR+l


001CR 	 OSDE LHR 1 13,14' 	 '














0026R 	 28E1 PIS 14,1 INCR PTRS


OO2SR 	 26D2-- AIS - 13,2 















0038R 	 030F SR - Is QUIT.








































ISTART = START ADDR


+ IBYTES= NUMB OF BYTES 
# (I.E. ISTART+2+IBYTES-1 = END ADDR, 






t LDD 	 I2/7S 
O000R 	 EXTRN . 0 
00OCR 	 ENTRY UNPACK


OODOR DODO UNPACK STM 13. REG SAVE EM 
O03AR 






0008R 27DS SIS 1316 CK ARGS


DOAR 	 2338 BZS OjK








OOlOR 	 41FO SAL 15,. 0 SEND ERR MESS 
0014R E130 DC X'E130' L QUIT
 







O01AR 	08DE LHR 13.14








0020R 	 27EI LOOP 9S5 14. 1 DECR BYTE PTR


0022R 	 27D2 sis 13.2 DECR HWitPTR 












002CR OSED CLHR 14.13


O02ER 2087 BLS LOOP CK END













0038R 030F SR is RETURN,







SEma PROGRAM TO UNPACK BYTES TO MW LDD 12/7S PAGE 
NO ERRORS 



















fE D RFIME*TAPE:INTO FR RAN 5/74 
ENTRY PFIME,SW TCHPARAMS 
EXTRN,. 0 
CALL IS: I
CALL RFIME(INP) |INP(N) IS A-FIX PT ARAY 
PAGE 
,NP IS A 2-BfTE ARRA' 
SECOND CALL-IS 
- " CALL SWIITCH(INP)
ALL BYTES ARE S I[TCH 
4 FIT DEC RFIME FORFlRT 
D IN INP TO 
THIRD CALL IS: CALL PRIAMIS(IGtT.I R-Eb.RTITUDINP)





IGMT( 5 )=T-HOUSANDS OF A SEC 
IFREQ IS A 2 DIM 2 8 TE ARRAY,IFREQ(I1 =KHZIF/50 I 
IFREL(2)=I0 THQiUSAND !F MH1-OiE 
ATITUD(I ). I=t1 13 = A TITUDE DATA(FLTLD / B I ,.* '-­ -", 
LDD 3175 -
MOD FOR 2 BYTE 10/74






























- SIS ;10..4 -
BSS 01C­ -






L­ 1-10 2( IS) 
STH '10,INFUT -4­
-
-AHI" -10, r127 -
SAVE USER REGS 
" CK"NUMB ARGS 
-
. SEND ERR MESS 
&STAP 
- I GET, A(INP) 
-












- - - -STH - lb0 INPUT .6 
.- SVC I, INPUT READ TAPE IN 
-­ ,LH:0INPUT+ CK STAT 
" BN NrG1" 
D RFIME TAPEjINTO FOR RANS/74­
.. 








































































-4(15) . RETURN 
53 
O000P DOkO FARAMS sTM 13,REG 
O}F4R
O074R 4 :A LH 1010(.15) 
0000 
0078R 27AP, SIS 110,10 "CK ARGS 







15..O ERR MESS 
0064R El30 Svc .310 &QUIT 
-0088R 0000 Aa E K LH "' ,114,a( 15) A( INP" 

















O 0SCR r-480 - NHT ' ' insDyn R D Y 
"O00 i D f ON A S7" PG '"E"rIM
OOAOR 4CA0 "H :'IO.DI8C.. 
"OICER " 




OOA8P O,3CD LHR "12,13' ,,." 
OOAAR 30D4 SRLS :13,4, 

OOACR OA8D AHR ;11,13 ACCUM 





0032R C4C0 NHI ',12.X'F' GET DAY 

.'O00F iO0B6R OABC AHR . !Il'12 ACCUM " 




OOSCP 43DE LH " 13,,1026( 14) 10 MR, 1 HR, 10 MEIN I MIN. 10 SEC 
"OOR08BD LHR ll,,13 SAVE 
•OOC2R S0BE SRLS !111 14 10 HRS.­
-OC4R,4CAO MHP ;.lO, DlO "'10 
".O1CE-P - .. 

OOC8R 03CD LHR -.12,13
OOCAR.SOCA SRLS 112,10 "1'HRS 

OOCCR C4¢0. NHI !I2 X'F' 

OODOR OABC AHR 111,1I : CCUM 

OOD2R 4CAO MH "10, DIG i, toI 
OD8R 08CD LHR " 3" 1i0 MINS 
OODR SOC? SRLS '12,7-
OODAR C4C0 NMI :12,X'7' 
0007 

OODEROASC AHR ,11,12 ACCUM 

OOEOR 4CAO M9 -;lO, DiO & HAK<E ROOM FOR NEXT 

OICER I 
OOE4R*O8CD LHR : 12,.13 
OOE6R S0C3 SRLS 1 I2,3, 1 IN 
OOESR C4C0 N91 12l. )'F'
OuOF 
OOECR OABC A9R 1I1.12 , CCUM " 
OOEER 40EF STH :11I.4(,15) ' STORE HR-MIN 
0004i 
OOF2R C-IDO NHI .13, X'7' 'ILSECS 

0007 1 
OOF8R Q'S D LHR 11,I 13 
OOF3R 4CAO MHi l0O - "10' 
G1CER 

OOFCR 4_QDE LH ;13, 1024( 4) SECS.. 1SECS_.O SECS,. 001 SECS 
0I0OR 08CD LHR s12.13 

OIOaR socc 5RLS i12,I2

0104R OABC AHR 11.'12- ACCUM SECSL" 
0108IR 408F STH -II1,( IS)STR 
10RAR OSSD LHR 1P 1 









usM , FEf D) RFIME- TArEt INTO FOR'RAN 5/74 PAGE 4 
01DER C4BO - NHI I1-XF'­000F 
--. M I O 1






C11R S3CD LBR -12,13

0118R S04 . SRLS 12-.4 . .01 SECS,01AR,'ORCB AHR 11,12-





012CR (40 . . NHi 13.x'F' .001 SeCS

0124R OsD " - AHR 11,13

012,6 aOF .STH ' 4 ,316 -. STORE 1000'S SECS 
N-W *GET FREQ





-OI2ER 4FF" LH LS54C i) A(IFRE)

0004 - " 
0132R 4$DE . LH :13,1030( 4) FIRST PART 
0406 - -.
-13SR'-C4D NHI i IZX'.FF' MASK GOOD PART -" 
00FF - ,013AR 03SD- - LHR 11. -- . STRT'ACCUM 
013CR 5054' SRLS '11,4 "10'S OF NldE/5O






014CR ABO-- A. i111.AO ALWAYS I00'S = 1HI004. '" 
0146R'C4D0 " 
-
-NMI' j1Z1X'F'F I'S OF 'MH/50GOOF. 
-'I" -

I4AR OABD - , AHR I-I'13- ACCIJM 
014CR 408F - STH II1.O(IS) & STORE 
0000,

0150R,2434 - LIS "5.4 SET CNTR
* 0152R 4&DE LI:H. .13-1032t 4) 2D PART
- 0408 
015-R 0708 " . XHR Y1I, 11 ZERO ACCUM.0158R 4CA0 F4 MH MtVE OlO
VER FOR NEXT BCCHAR-

O1CER -I
OISCR DICD " LHR I12.13


O1SER 11D4 - SLLS ;13,4 . NmVE-OUT OF LEFT SIDE 
016R C4C- -. NHI 12,X-'FOO r - ­
*0 14R snCC . . - SRLS 112.12 HERE-is BCD CHAR
.G166R C - AHR" III,i ACCUM 

Otd5R 279i . 119- 1iS, REDUCE CNT .OI.RR 2039 - . BNES, P4­
-015CR 4D0F . . 5TH II.2C15) ST0RE 10.000'S OF'-ii0 
0002 
. N GET ATTITUDE 
-170R,C3SE-- -. LHII .,.1044(1 )- GET START ADDR: 
04 14- ... "..
 

0174R.48F0 " LII -15.ft15 . RESTORE ARG-PTR0200LR. 
.. ' "-­
0 4as$ _" .- . U- SAT~rTU .(
-DM I f DRF-ME TAPE INTO FQR RAN 5/74 . PfGE St 
017CR D30- LB 10I 1(S) GET MS? FRAC" 
I - 0001 ­


















OISOR OD80- F S LHR '3;I2- . 

GIS2R C4]0, NI. 13.X'0I8 TEST 1IDDEN ZEROES
0 180.-
OIS0R 2737 R S PA. ZERO MEANS DONE , 

-X'12 EERO
OlSaR CRCO AHI 80'
 ADD I TRI0050 1 
019CR EA O RRL- 10,1 DIVIDE- DOWN FRAC0001 




OIA4R Sf0C1 F SRLS 12,1 EXP/2 FOR 14'S REP 
OIASR 0.6AC rHR ;10. 12 OR IN ANSOiR r 6CS LH ;I12,0(s) NOW GET SIGN 
0000 




OlSOR OAAC HR " 10-12 SE


0182R 40PF STH .10,0(15) SET AN5 
0000C1BSR 40SF - STH -112(15)
0002.

'01SIR 2;F4 ATS '15.4 - INCR OUT PTR 
CIBCR 2 .4 AIs 13,4 INCR IN PTR 
.OISER CS3E CLHI 19,1036(l TEST DONE
-ORIGINAL PAGE JBO044S 




















OICER 	 r00." 1 i0 DC - 10 














OIDCR 	 4300 	 iG0O
.	 TRY AGAXN. 
OIEOR 	 0O06 LNPAK DC aMESSOIFGR"I ,:


OIE4R 0007_ lIST. IC - ,?.I2.C I "6 ERR"













CIFOR tESS DS .44 
*OIF4R fEG DS . 
020OCR IS EQU 3h-2


0202R 	 0001 RUSE DC I








120CR 	 " 	 END '. - '. . " 
*.m-u=_. EiD NTO FR -,A - 17-.- RFIfJE TAPEI . ,F PAGE, 











LIST 	 . 01E4f 



































OEUTPUT RFIIE DATA 10/75 	 "PAGE 
+ OUTPUTS RFIHE 'ATA UNDER FORTRAN 	 56 







-IUT IS A 448 HI ARRAY. THE IST 64 
t W ARE HEADER TIlFS. THE LAST 38 HW ARE I 
4 BYTE DATA TO BE COMPRESSED TO 384 BYTES FrR 
h T0TAL r.F 512 BYTES WHICH IS OUTPUT GN ,

LU 2. 	 THE HEADER INFO IS I hWfF?R TAPE NO.. 
' 	 1 HV FOR FILE NO. r FOR MODE NO..(TNE 11V 
10 BYTES OF GMT DATA 

4 BYTES OF FREOUENCY DATA


S2 BYTES q= ATTITLIDE DATA







1O00R 	 ENTRY RFOUT


000CR 	 - 'EXTRN .0 -
O000R DOSO RFOUT STM I1.REG 
0OYER 
0004R 	 DIDF LI." 13.0(15) GET ARGS 
0000 	 L 
0008R 	 27D4 SIS 13.4 CK RIGHT NUMPER 
O00AR'233 	 BEF OK


O00CR 	 CSBO LHI II.C,33'

-3333 -i 
O0lOR 41F0 SAL 15..O SEND ERR MESP 
0014R 40EG OK STH 14,DATOUT+4' SET ADDRSOO7AR 
GOISR C3CE LHI 12.128(14) FIRST INPUT 
0080 
001CR CAEO AHI 14;511 LAST GUTPUT ADDR 
002CR 40EO 5TH 14.DATSUT+d LAS" OUT ADD SET 
"007CR 
0024R 	 OSBC LHR 1-1* :2 
DOZ4R 	 48DC LU LH 13.0(12) GET HIW0000 






OZER 	 2681 AI I.i !ICR OUT qDDf
OoOR 	 26C2 AIS , 12,2 IN TOO 
0032R 	OSEB CLHR 14.11 CK DONE 
0034R 	 2287 SNLS. LUP


(036R EliO SvC 1,DA'OUT . OUTPUT ON LU120076R






003ER 41F0 SAL 15. CKIT
0048R 
0042R DISO LM 1i. REG 
.0O07ER 










O04ER E120 SVC' 2,UNPAK ELSE UNPACK STAT 
GOSER 
0052R 	 E120 SVC" 2-.MESS SH W ITOO2R, SV 	 AI . 
OO5SR E20 Svc 2.1PAUSE WAIT 
0074R 
O0QAR 430F B- -1 s(1) TRY AGIN" 
FFF4 
OcSER 	 0008" UNPK. -DC ".MS007CR - "-"" 















007OR Lis DS 4


0074R 000! P6USE DC. I








































'0 '-O, "P4 
OkQU, 1 I 
